
 

 
 
Chiroform®™ Travel Pillow 

 
The Chiroform Travel Pillow consists of polyester fibers making the pillow 

incredibly comfortable to lie on and to sit with. By using the Chiroform Travel 
Pillow during transportation, the natural forward curve is restored and 

protected. The pillow doesent take up much room and is therefore easy to 
bring with you on travels and at work. 

 
 

   
 

 

Product numbers 
 

C136  Travel Pillow   440x320x97 mm 
 

Specifications 
 

Filling:  350 gram pure polyester fiberfill. 
 

Contents: 100% polyester fibrefill. 
   

Cover:  80% cotton of velour fabric/20% polyester.  
  260 g/sqm. 

 
Cleaning:  Cover can be washed at max. 30° C. 

 

 
Practical Advise 

 
A slightly scent of new material may occur just after removal of transportation 

packaging, but is should not cause any alarm, as it is harmless and will 
disappear in the course of a few days. 

 
 

 



 

 

 
Copyrights/Trademarks/Patents 

 

This specification sheet, including, but not limited to, all text, images, figure 
and the name of Chiroform presented hereon, as well as their arrangement 

and assembly (collectively, the "Content"), is the property of Chiroform Ltd. 

and is protected by Danish and international copyright laws. While Chiroform 
Ltd. makes the Content available to all users, Chiroform Ltd. retains all 

copyright and related proprietary rights therein. Accordingly, you may not, 
without the express written permission of Chiroform Ltd.: copy or distribute 

the Content or any portion thereof; mirror or include the Content or any 
portion thereof on your own documents; or modify or re-use any portion of the 

Content. You may make a single copy of the Content for your own personal 
use. Chiroform Ltd. reserves all other rights in the Content. 

 

Trademark patent no: VA2007 01362 and IR00963673. 

 

CE Mark 

 

The pillows of Chiroform ®™ conform and complies with the European medical 

CE mark. 
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